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We give a conjectural deterministic algorithm for computing primitive elements of extensions 
of GF(2) and some experimental results. We use both modular reductions of polynomials with 
integer coefficients and a method by Varshamov and Gamkrelidze which allows to build a 
primitive polynomial from a polynomial of lower order. 
Introduction: primitive polynomials of GF(p)[X] 
Let us introduce some notations and definitions: 
- if p denotes a prime integer and n a positive integer, then GF(p”) is the field 
containing pn elements. 
- a primitive element of GF(p”) is a generator of the cyclic multiplicative group 
GVP”)*, 
- a manic irreducible polynomial of degree n belonging to GF(p)[X] is called 
primitive if its roots are primitive elements of GF(p”). 
These polynomials are involved in various applications of Discrete Mathematics 
as Cryptography [6,15] or Pseudo-Random Numbers Sequences [14, Chapter 61. 
For instance, let f(X) =X”+ a,_ ,Xnml +a,_2XnP2+ +.a +a, be a polynomial of 
GF(p)[X]. The sequence (ui); of elements of GF(p) defined by Ui = ui_ ,a,_ 1 + 
ui_2an-2+ ... + a, modp may be viewed as a pseudo-random numbers sequence. 
(Ui); is obviously periodic (i.e. U. ,+ r = ui for some r and any i) and the smallest r 
which satisfies the above property is called the period. Clearly, the greater r is, the 
better is the generator. It can be proved that the period is maximal (i.e. r=p” - 1) 
if and only if f(X) is primitive. 
Remark. The adjective primitive will have three meanings in this paper: if m is a 
positive integer, an mth primitive root of 1 belonging to @ is a generator of the mul- 
tiplicative group of elements z of C such that tm = 1. 
In order to find out such a polynomial, two ways can be used: 
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Non-deterministic methods. As soon as the factorization of pn - 1 is known, we are 
able to test whether a polynomial of degree n is primitive or not. Indeed, a poly- 
nomial f~ GF(p)[X] of degree n is primitive if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) Xp’= 1 modf(X) with p’=p’- 1, 
(2) Xeg 1 modf(X) for every e=(p” - 1)/q such that q is a prime factor of 
pn-1. 
The former condition implies that the roots of f belong to GF(p”)* and the 
latter one implies that the lcm of the orders of the roots of f is pn - 1. By the 
Zsigmondy theorem [16], f is irreducible thus primitive. 
Since the ratio of primitive polynomials is high (see Appendix C), the following 
obvious algorithm will frequently manage to pick out a primitive polynomial in a 
reasonable amount of time: choose random polynomials of degree n and apply the 
test above until a primitive one is found out. 
See [18] for more information about these methods. 
Deterministic methods. Factoring (p” - 1) is a difficult task for most of the pairs 
(p, n). For instance, no efficient algorithm exists for factoring numbers of the form 
(2” - 1) when n is a prime, say, greater than 500 [17]. Moreover, it is sometimes of 
importance to control exactly the amount of computation we need to obtain a 
primitive polynomial. So, we would like to have a general and purely deterministic 
algorithm. Unfortunately no such algorithm is known to the author (the factoriza- 
tion of the cyclotomic polynomial @,,L , is obviously not convenient for large 
values of p and n). 
In spite of the usefullness of primitive polynomials, very little literature on this 
subject seems available. Exploring the extensive bibliography in [14] one may find 
theoretical considerations [ 1,5,7] or non-efficient construction methods [3,13,20]. 
Finally, notice that the deterministic search of irreducible polynomials of high 
degree is an easier task: several constructions have been published (see [2,4,14]). 
Contents. In this paper, we describe a class of irreducible polynomials over GF(2) 
whose orders seem experimentally to obey precise rules: most of them are primitive 
and whenever they are not, their orders are of special form. In the latter case, the 
results contained in [21] provide a way to construct easily primitive polynomials 
from polynomials belonging to this class. At the moment, our results are purely ex- 
perimental. 
The first section is devoted to the construction of these polynomials and to the 
presentation of their orders. In the second part, we expose some propositions 
established by Varshamov and Gamkrelidze. These authors give results for obtaining 
a primitive polynomial from a polynomial of lower order. Finally, combining 
materials from Sections 1 and 2, we attempt to build an algorithm we are not able 
to prove which constructs primitive polynomials of particular extensions of GF(2). 
Section 4 is the conclusion. 
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1. A class of irreducible polynomials 
I. I. Construction 
At first, the construction process takes place in C. 
Proposition 1. Let q be an odd integer greater than 1 and n the integer such that 
q = 2n f 1. Let & be a complex 9th primitive root of 1. Then the real number 
rlq = &, f 4;’ is a root of the polynomial Q,,(X) defined by the following recursive 
formulas R: Qe(X)=l, Qr(X)=X+l, Qk+,(X)=XQk(X)-Qk_,(X) for k21. 
Proof. We can write &=eiO for some real number 0. From the identity 
q-1 
c f$=(+ 1)/(5,- l)=O 
j=O 
we get 
1 + 2 i: cos(jo) = 0. 
j=l 
Let Tj(X) be the Tchebycheff’s 
a root of 
n 
polynomial defined by: q(cos(x)) = cos(.ix). z/q is 
Q,(X) = 1+ 2 jC, q(+x> 
and the relation R comes from the recurrence satisfied by the Tchebycheff poly- 
nomials: T,(X)= 1, T,(X)=X, q+,(X)=2Xq(X)- T,_,(X) [lo]. 0 
Remark. Q,(X) clearly is an element of Z[X] and is manic. 
We can now exhibit some irreducible polynomials over particular finite fields: 
Proposition 2. Let q be an odd prime and n = (q - 1)/2. Let p be a prime integer 
which is a primitive element of GF(q). Let eq be a 9th primitive root of 1 laying 
in an extension of GF(p). If P,,p(X) denotes the class module p of Q,,(X) then 
P&X) is the minimal polynomial of yq = (6, + 0;‘). 
Proof. Since p is a primitive element of GF(q) and q is prime, the degree of the 
extension GF(p)(B,)/GF(p) is (q - 1) =2n ([14, Chapter 21). Moreover, we have: 
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(X- 0,)(X- 13;‘) =X2 - y,X+ 1. Hence, [GF(B,) : GF(y,)] 5 2. Since the degree of 
the extension GF(p)(y,)/GF(p) is either n or 2n, it is sufficient to prove that 
P,, ,(y,) = 0 (we recall that Q, is manic, so the degree of P,__, is n). Z[<,] is the 
ring of integers of the qth cyclotomic field [9, p. 1061, pL[&] is a prime ideal 
[9, p. 1071, and the residue class field Z[<,]/p.Z[<,] is of degree 2n over Z/pZ. 
Thus, y: ~[t,V~~[~,l ‘GWp)(b), t4 - 19~’ is a field isomorphism such that 
~(Q,(rl,J) = Pn, JY,) = 0. 0 
Remark. Theorem 16 of [2] provides another proof of the irreducibility of P,,p. 
For each pair of primes (p,q) such that p is primitive in GF(q), the reduction 
modulo p of Q, with 12 = (q- 1)/2, namely P,,p, is an irreducible polynomial of 
degree n over GF(p). Unfortunately a first look at the Qn’s points out that for 
most P, pn,P cannot be primitive. (See Table 1.) Indeed, the constant coefficient of 
polynomials Q, is either 1 or -1 while the constant coefficient of a prime poly- 
nomial over GF(p) of degree n is (-1)” times a primitive element of GF@). For the 
application Norm with respect to the extension GF(pF,“)/GF(pd) (where d divides 
n) defined by 
Norm,,d : GF(p”)* --f GF(pd)*, x _ ,(P”- lM/+ 1) 
is a surjective group homomorphism and the following identity holds: 
(-l)“p,,,JO)=Norm,&,) (P4, Chapter 21). 
It follows that the only values of p for which P,,p may be primitive are p = 2 and 
p = 3. Furthermore in the latter case, the integers n have to be of the form 4k+ 1 
or 4k+2. 
In the following sections, we will assume that p = 2. This case is of special interest 
for applications and is the most favourable in regard of the remark above. For con- 
venience, P, will denote P,,*. Appendix A contains the orders of some polynomials 
P n,p for values of p different from 2. 
Table 1 
Polynomials Q, (n 5 8) 
Coefficients are in increasing degree order 
Qo 
Ql 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q5 
Q6 
Q7 
Q8 
1 
1 1 
-1 1 1 
-1 -2 1 1 
1 -2 -3 1 1 
1 3 -3 -4 1 1 
-1 3 6 -4 -5 1 1 
-1 -4 6 10 -5 -6 1 1 
1 -4 -10 10 15 -6 -7 1 I 
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Table 2 
Order of the polynomial P, (55~1% 100) 
For convenience, the integer t = (2n - 1)/e appears instead of the order e of P, 
The third column (fact n) contains factorizations of degrees n since they seem to be related to the orders 
4 n fact n t 4 n fact n t 
11 5 5 1 101 50 2,5,5 3 
13 6 2, 3 1 107 53 53 1 
19 9 393 1 131 65 5,13 1 
29 14 2,7 1 139 69 3,23 1 
31 18 293, 3 1 149 74 2, 31 1 
53 26 2, 13 1 163 81 3,3, 3,3 1 
59 29 29 1 173 86 2,43 1 
61 30 2,3,5 1 181 90 2,5,3,3 1 
67 33 3,11 1 197 98 2,7,7 3 
83 41 41 1 
1.2. Orders in characteristic 2
We have computed the order of polynomial P,, for all the values of 12 greater 
than 5 and less than 100 such that q = (2n + 1) is prime and 2 is primitive in GF(q). 
(See Table 2.) We have taken these integers from the table of primitive roots [l 11. 
The prime factors of the integers (2” - 1) have been found in [17]. Finally, note 
that we used a Lisp program to perform the computations on the CICG* BULL 
DPS8 computer. The total process took about one hour CPU. 
All these polynomials are primitive (t = 1) except those with a degree of the form 
n = 2b2, b = 3,5,7. In this case t = (2” - 1)/e = 3. Since the number of tested poly- 
nomials is small, we are not allowed to state a conjecture. However, the regular 
behaviour of these orders is worth noticing. 
1.3. The extensions of GF(2) that are reached 
1.3. I. Directly 
This paragraph deals with the search of integers q such that (*) q is prime and 
2 is primitive in GF(q). We recall that as soon as q satisfies (*), Proposition 2 pro- 
vides a way to obtain an irreducible polynomial P, of degree n = (q - 1)/2. 
Artin’s conjecture claims that there exist an infinite number of such q’s [19, p. 801 
but it remains still not proved though Heath-Brown showed that there exist at most 
two primes for which it fails [16]. Moreover, no efficient method to find them out 
is known to the author [19, p. 791. 
Nevertheless, the following statement can be used to pick out about half of the 
primes. 
* Centre Interuniversitaire de Calcul de Grenoble. 
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Proposition 3 (Shanks [19, p. 261). Let q be an odd prime and n = (q - 1)/2. Then, 
q divides (2”-1) if q=Sk+l or q=8k-1, q divides (2”+1) if q=8k+3 or 
q=8k-3. 
Clearly, the candidates to (*) must be of the form 8k+ 3 or 8k- 3, but this condi- 
tion is not sufficient. (43,53,109,157 are the only primes of the form 8/c+ 3 or 8k- 3 
less than 200 not satisfying (*).) 
1.3.2. Indirectly 
Since the application Norm is a surjective group homomorphism, the knowledge 
of a primitive element of a field induces the knowledge of a primitive element of 
each subfield. Furthermore, the minimal polynomial of an element ,l belonging to 
GF(2”) can be computed in o(n3) operations in GF(2) as soon as the coordinates 
of the element in a basis of GF(2”) over GF(2) are known by solving the linear 
system: xo+xl~+~2~2+...+~,~I~n~‘= -A”. Thus, we are able to deduce a primi- 
tive polynomial of each subfield of GF(2”) from a primitive polynomial P,,. 
Using this method, n running up to 550, we could reach all the extensions of 
degree less than 40 but GF(222), GF(234), GF(238) nor extensions of the form 
GF(24k). 
Although it may be difficult to prove that each extension of degree non-multiple 
of 4 can be attained this way, it is obvious to see that when 4 divides the degree n, 
the extension cannot be reached: since 4 divides n = (q - 1)/2, we can write q = 8k + 1 
and according to Proposition 3, 2 cannot be primitive in GF(q). 
Of course, this method is not efficient in every case. For instance, we need a 
primitive polynomial of GF(2209) to get a primitive polynomial of GF(2r9), but 
from a primitive polynomial of GF(290) we could easily obtain a primitive poly- 
nomial of GF(245). 
2. Building a primitive polynomial from an element of lower order: some results 
by Varsbamov and Gamkrelidze 
2. I. Notations and preliminaries 
In 1981, Varshamov and Gamkrelidze published some partial results for building 
primitive polynomials from polynomials of lower orders [21]. We will recall their 
propositions and give proofs. For convenience, we will consider elements of finite 
fields rather than minimal polynomials. 
Let us introduce some notations: 
- p will be a prime, n a positive integer and f(X) a manic non-primitive irreducible 
polynomial of degree n belonging to GF(p)[X], 
- e denotes the order of f(X), 
- x denotes a root of f(X), 
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- t = (p” - 1)/e is the index of the subgroup of GF(p”) generated by x, 
- p denotes the multiplicative order of p modulo t (i.e. the smallest positive integer 
such that pP= 1 (mod t)), 
- d = (p” - 1)/t, 
- S=(p”- l)/(pP - 1) is the index of the subgroup GF(pP)* of GF(p”)*. 
Let g denote a primitive element of GF(p”) such that x=g’. Finally, if &q”q is 
the prime factorization of pP - 1, we can write pP - 1 = TD with 
T= c qAq and 
(%@I =1 
D = qyO q *q. 
2.2. Varshamov-Gamkrelidze’s main result 
At first, in order to get the coordinates of a tth root of x in the basis 
(1,x,x2 )...) xn-i ) of GF(p”) we will compute a (pP - 1)th root of xd, since at the 
moment no efficient algorithm can achieve the computation of tth roots in finite 
fields for arbitrary t. Let us state a lemma: 
Lemma. Let w denotes a (pP- 1)th root of xd. Then the following holds: 
(1) CL) belongs to GF(p”), 
(2) we are able to compute the coordinates of CO in the basis (1,x, . . . ,xnP ‘) of 
GF(p”) making n exponentiations in GF(p”) and solving a linear system (n, n) with 
coefficients laying in GF(p). 
Proof. (1) Since g is a (pP- 1)th root of xd, all these roots are of the form 
g 
I+A(p”~I)/(p~-l)_ I+18 
-g 
for some ,l with 0~l~p~- 1. 
(2) The (pP-- 1)th roots of xd are the non-zero solutions of the equation 
xp# = XXd. (E) 
If (a,, . . . , a,_ 1) denote the coordinates of w in the basis (1, x, . . . ,xn- ‘) of GF(p”), 
then we can write: 
(E) H (aO+alx+ ..++a,_,x “-l)pu=xd(ag+alx+~~~+a,~,x”-‘), 
(E) @ (ao+a,xP~+~~~+a,_,x(“-1~P”)=xd(ag+a,x+~~~+a,_Ixn~‘). 
At this point, we need n exponentiations in GF(p”) to express (E) in the basis 
(1,x, . . ..x”-1 ), yielding a linear system in GF(p). 0 
If w denotes a (pfi- 1)th of xd, we can now prove Varshamov-Gamkrelidze’s 
main result: 
Proposition 4. Let z. be a solution of the congruence Bz + 1 = 0 mod T (we recall that 
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gcd(8, T) = 1). Let a be a primitive element of GF(pfl). Then CXW~~~“~ is a primitive 
element of GF(p”). 
Proof. There is an integer A such that w =g Cl “‘) On the other hand, there is an . 
integer r, prime to (pfi- l), such that (~=g”. Hence, a~(~~“)=g’~~‘~)(~“~)‘~~. 
Showing that u = (&+ l)(l + A(3) + Or is prime to (p” - 1) will complete the proof. 
Let z be a prime factor of (p” - 1) and note that (p” - 1) = TDO. 
- If rr divides 8, then TI does not divide (Bz + l)( 1 + Ae) and we conclude that rc does 
not divide u, 
_ if II divides D, then II divides 0 and we apply the reasoning above, 
_ if rr divides T, then II divides (0z-t 1) but does not divide r nor 8, therefore rr does 
not divide u. 0 
Under one more assumption, which is often true in characteristic 2, Proposition 
4’ simplifies the construction of the primitive element. 
Proposition 4’. Assume that gcd(pV - 1, t9) = 1. Let a be a primitive element of 
GF(pfi) and let s(pfi - 1) denote the product of primes dividing (pfl - 1) but not 1. 
Then x(Y~(~“~” is a primitive element of GF(p”). 
Proof. We have: 
xa”P”p 1) = gt+mp~~- 1) with gcd(pP _ 1, /.) = 1. 
Writing pn- I= (pfl - l)B, it is easy to check that t + r6r(pp- 1) is prime to 
(p”-1). 0 
Under a stronger hypothesis, it is possible to prove one more proposition. Since 
this result is not of practical interest, we will not give it here. The proof if recalled 
and the usefullness of the proposition is discussed in [18, Chapter 31. 
Unfortunately, Proposition 4 is useless when ,D = n. Moreover, in order to apply 
Proposition 4, we must know the order (or at least the integer p) of the polynomial 
f(X). Computation of the order is a costly task and we are supposed not to know 
the factorization of (p” - 1) (see Introduction). Thus, we need polynomials such 
that the integer ,Y is known a priori p < n. Polynomials P, which are not primitive 
may satisfy these conditions. 
3. Polynomials P,, and Varshamov-Gamkrelidze’s propositions: a fruitful 
association? 
We recall in Table 3 below the integer ,D related to the tested polynomials P,, and 
the factorizations of integer n. Note that p = 2 when n = 2b*, b = 3,5,7 and that P, 
is primitive otherwise. 
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Table 3 
Integer p related to the polynomial P, 
n P fact n n P fact n 
5 1 5 
6 1 2,3 
9 1 3,3 
14 1 2, 7 
18 2 2,3,3 
26 1 2,13 
29 1 29 
30 1 2,3,5 
33 1 3.11 
41 1 41 
so 2 2,5,5 
53 1 53 
65 1 5, 13 
69 1 3,23 
14 1 2, 37 
81 1 3,3,3,3 
86 1 2,43 
90 1 295, 3, 3 
98 2 2,7,7 
Suppose one could extend the ‘good behaviour’ of these polynomials to all the 
values of n such that 2n + 1 is a prime and 2 is primitive in GF(2n + 1). Then, one 
would have proved the existence of a purely deterministic algorithm for obtaining 
primitive polynomials over some particular extensions of GF(2). By ‘good behaviour’, 
we mean that one is able to guess the integer ,u without any heavy computation and 
#uu<rl. 
Seeking a primitive polynomial of degree n over GF(2), one would proceed as 
follows: 
(0) Let q = 2n + 1. 
(1) If q is prime and 2 is primitive in GF(q), then one of the following cases occurs: 
(1) P, is primitive. 
(2) iu + 1. 
(2.1) We know a primitive element of GF(2V). 
(2.1.1) (2p - 1) is prime to 8: we apply Proposition 4’. 
(2.1.2) We apply Proposition 4. 
(2.2) No primitive element of GF(2”) is known: the algorithm does not 
succeed. 
(2) q is not a prime or 2 is not primitive if GF(q) but there exists q’ satisfying these 
conditions such that n divides (q’- 1)/2. 
(1) (q’- 1)/2n is small and we can afford computations in GF(2’q’p 1)‘2). Then 
(1) may provide a primitive polynomial of GF(2’q’- 1)‘2) and we get a primitive 
polynomial of GF(2”) using the Norm application. 
(2) We cannot afford computations in GF(2’q’p 1)‘2): the algorithm does not 
succeed. 
(3) Neither hypothesis of (1) nor hypothesis of (2) are satisfied: the algorithm does 
not succeed. 
For instance if 4 divides n. 
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4. Conclusion 
We have introduced in Section 1 .l a class of polynomials P, whose orders e 
satisfy experimentally the property below: 
(2n- l)/e=3 if n=2b2 with b=3,5,7, 
e=2"- 1 otherwise, 
for every n < 100 such that q = 2n + 1 is prime and 2 is primitive in GF(q). Moreover, 
in case (2), Proposition 4 of Section 2 allows to construct a primitive polynomial 
from P,. 
A proof of this regular behaviour would yield a deterministic algorithm for con- 
structing primitive polynomials for many extensions of GF(2) (see Section 1.3). 
Although our results are partial, we hope they will motivate further research 
since very little has been published about the deterministic construction of primitive 
polynomials over finite fields. 
Table Al 
p=3 
Table A2 
p=5 
4 n t LJ 4 n t P 
17 8 4 2 
19 9 1 1 
29 14 1 1 
31 15 26 3 
43 21 13 3 
53 26 1 1 
7 3 4 1 
17 8 12 2 
23 11 4 1 
37 18 2 1 
43 21 62 3 
47 23 4 1 
53 26 2 1 
Table A3 Table A4 
p=l p=ll 
4 n t P 4 n t P 
11 5 3 1 13 6 15 2 
13 6 9 3 29 14 5 1 
17 8 24 2 31 15 1330 3 
23 11 6 1 41 20 60 2 
41 20 24 2 
Table A5 
p= 19 
29 14 9 1 
37 18 81 9 
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Appendix A. Order of polynomials P,,p for several values of n and p 
We recall the following notations: 
_ n = (q - 1)/2, 
- e denotes the order of the polynomial P_ and t = (p” - 1)/e, 
- p is the multiplicative order of p modulo q. 
Remarks. (1) In every case, Proposition 4 (cf. Section 2.2) enables us to obtain a 
primitive element of GF(p”) from a primitive element of a proper subfield of 
WP”). 
(2) We could not test some of the polynomials P,,p we would like to because of 
the cost of factoring (p” - 1) using simple algorithms given in [12]. Some poly- 
nomials P,, p such that n is less than the greatest value of n appearing in the table 
could not have been tested. 
Appendix B. Polynomials P,, 
We give the polynomials P, such that 5rn< 100, q=2n + 1 is prime and 2 is 
primitive in GF(q). Polynomials P,, are represented by the degrees of their non-zero 
monomials. We give also the amount of CPU time the BULL DPS8 computer spent 
testing the primitivity of each polynomial. 
P, = 5 4 2 1 0 (< 1 sec.) 
P,=65410(<1 sec.) 
P,=9865410(<1 sec.) 
P,4= 14 13 12 9 8 1 0 (1 sec.) 
P18= 18 17 16 13 12 10 9 8 2 1 0 (4 sec.) 
P,,=26252421 20 18 17 16542 10 (10 sec.) 
P29=29 28 26 25 24 18 17 16 2 1 0 (14 sec.) 
P30= 30 29 28 25 24 17 16 1 0 (24 sec.) 
P33 = 33 32 30 29 28 24 25 1 0 (22 sec.) 
P,,=4140383736333222212017169865410(28sec.) 
P,0=504948454442414034333213121098210(56sec.) 
P,,=53525049484241403736343332109854210(1 min. 10sec.) 
Ph5 = 65 64 62 61 60 57 56 49 48 33 32 1 0 (1 min. 30 sec.) 
p,g=6968666564585756535250494837363433325421O(3min.8sec.) 
P,4=747372696866656453525O494842414O37363433321O985421O 
(5 min. 22 sec.) 
Ps,=8180787776737265644645444140333217161413129810(8min. 
13 sec.) 
Ps6= 86 85 84 81 80 73 72 70 69 68 65 64 41 40 38 37 36 33 32 22 21 20 17 16 9 8 6 5 
4 1 0 (8 min. 55 sec.) 
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P,,=9089888584828180696866656437363433322625242120181716 
5 4 2 1 0 (19 min. 16 sec.) 
P~,=98979693929089888281806665642928262524181716210 
(11 min. 25 sec.) 
Appendix C. Ratio of primitive polynomials 
If r,, denotes the number of primitive polynomials of degree n in GF(p)[X] over 
the number of manic polynomials of degree n, then: 
@(P”- 1) n (1-b) I r, = = 
np” n ’ 
where @ is the Euler function and the p;s are the prime factor of p* - 1. If p = 2, 
n (1 - l/pi) is often close to 1. Explicit computations for the extensions of GF(2) 
given in Appendix B yield: 
n= 5 6 9 14 18 
r,,=O.186 0.095 0.094 0.046 0.030 
n= 26 29 30 33 41 
t-,=0.026 0.034 0.017 0.025 0.024 
n= 50 53 65 69 74 
r,=0.012 0.019 0.015 0.012 0.009 
n= 81 86 90 98 
r, =O.OlO 0.008 0.005 0.007 
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